FINGER DEXTERITY EXERCISES
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Each diagram shows a non-musical note picking pattern, designed to enhance you dexterity.
Recall from the 'first chords' worksheet, that each finger is represented by numbers 1, 2, 3, 4.
Rule 1: Don't rush- slow and accurate is always better than fast and sloppy
Rule 2: Always use the correct finger. Never use the same finger twice in a row on adjacent frets.
Rule 3: Use 'Alternate Picking', pluck down, pluck up, pluck down, pluck up, etc never twice in a row!
Play around with the patterns then move on to the actual exercises.
This is a great opportunity to employ a metronome- pick the notes in tempo, and you will be able to gradually
increase the speed. Have fun!!

… and so on and so forth. Hopefully you can see now the somewhat arbitrary design of these exercises.
There is no real musical basis for any of these patterns, they are merely intended to increase the strength
and speed of your fingers, and develop the muscle memory by mimicking scale patterns.
Here are a few slightly more advanced patterns to experiment with:

That last one may be a bit misleading; keep in mind, in these diagrams the numbers represent each of
your fingers, NOT like normal tablature. The tab notation would look like this:

Over time, you may find you can create your own exercises similar to these. The sky is the limit really, and
it's good to mix things up throughout your practice routines. The more different ways you can work your
fingers and develop dexterity, the stronger and more versatile of a player you will become. Again, it is highly
recommended to practice these in tempo with a metronome. It will be easier to track your progress and make
gradual, calculated increases in speed.
Here is one final example of how to mix-up these patterns. This progression can be applied to any of the
patterns from the beginning of this lesson.

